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-YACHTLINE- The new sun lounger cushion with variable 
fastening options allows comfort when sun-
bathing and can also...

... can be brought into a comfortable sitting 
position in no time at all. It adapts flexibly to 
the respective requirements.

The new seats have pleasant 
ventilation and are equip-
ped with a flip-up function. 
The height-adjustable steering 
wheel is just as variable, and to-
gether they guarantee unlimited 
driving pleasure.

Most of the new features of the SX20 
-YACHTLINE can be found in the cabin. 
Most noticeable is the significantly 
enlarged hatch, which provides even 
more natural light in the cabin. On the 
port and starboard sides, there are spa-
cious storage compartments behind 
modernly designed, dimensionally sta-
ble cushions that end in a modified bow 
tip.

In front of a large mirror, there is a new-
ly designed storage area for utensils. 
At the same time, this area can be used 
as a step through which, thanks to the 
large hatch, you have additional and 
convenient access to the foredeck.

In addition to the new features, the 
SX20 -YACHTLINE- impresses with its 
usual high level of comfort and extensi-
ve standard equipment.

You can find pictures of the new top online on the model page of the SX20 -YACHTLINE-
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The pictured boats can, contrary to the basic equipment, show 
special equipment, which is not included in the basic price. 
Therefore, discuss all details with your sales person before pur-
chasing.
Pictures can easily vary from reality by further facelifts.
Colors may differ from the color in this booklet.
Some of the pictures are photomontages, as it was not possible 
to take pictures in the sea before the printing deadline.
Products can change at any time without announcement and 
may vary depending on local conditions and requirements.

Printing errors, typographical errors, changes and errors excep-
ted.

Always worth to click: 
www.oechsner-boote.de
Here you will find all the news, test reports and current informa-
tion about our product range.

Copyright:  
All photos, pictures and texts used in this brochure are the 
property of Öchsner-boote GmbH & Co. KG You will find reviews and test reports on www.oechsner-boote.de

https://www.facebook.com/Oechsner.Boote/
https://www.instagram.com/oechsnerboote/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIsq_kh3cosuoLJOxuZqXOA/videos
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